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This
filtration system excels at filtering Cutting oil, Water-Based
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coolants, and applications involving large particulate. See
more applications below.
Conserve filter element usage by removing gross particulate contamination with a bag filter! The
COMO Model 110 Portable Filtration Cart has a bag filter on the suction side of the pump, thus
preserving both the pump and filter elements.
Oil does not wear out; it just gets dirty! Our filtration systems extend fluid life by removing
water and particulate. The COMO Model 110 cleans oil continuously with ultra-fine filtration,
which saves you money by minimizing equipment wear and oil disposal and replacement costs.
COMO Model 110 specifications:






One C-1000 filter housing
One CB-400 bag filter housing
1.5 or 3 GPM pump
Dimensions: 46½"H x 23"W x 24"D
Approximate shipping weight: 170 lbs.

The COMO Model 110 can help you solve the following problems:







Wear metals in oil
Moisture in oil
System Failure
High fluid replacement cost
High fluid disposal cost
Service outage

The COMO Model 110 standard features include:








Pressure gauge to monitor element condition
Inlet wye strainer to protect pump
Pressure switch with Hi/Low shut off for unattended operation
Fluid transfer feature with or without filtering
Flow regulating loop to adjust flow of high viscosity oils through filter
Power and run indicators
Stainless steel element lifter
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Additional options available for the COMO Model 110:




Motor in any voltage or phase
Alternative pump (centrifugal or air diaphragm)
Stainless steel, chrome-plated, blue powder coat, or electro-polished finish

The COMO Model 110 filters:












Cutting oil
Water-Based coolants
Drawing oil
Hydraulic oil
Lubricating oil
Water-Glycol fluid
Ester Base fluid
Transformer oil
Vacuum pump oil
Gear Box oil
Engine oil

